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Introduction  

On December 8, 2020, the Alberta Serious Incident Response Team (ASIRT) was directed 

pursuant to s. 46.1 of the Police Act to enter an investigation into the circumstances 

surrounding a fatal Grande Prairie  Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) officer-

involved shooting. The shooting was reported to have happened during the investigation 

of a domestic violence complaint.  

ASIRT’s Investigation 

ASIRT’s investigation was comprehensive and thorough, conducted using current 

investigative protocols and principles relating to Major Case Management. Evidence from 

civilian witnesses, the subject officers, and an in-car video recording provided sufficient 

information to determine whether the force used by the subject officers during this critical 

incident was reasonable. 

Circumstances Surrounding the Officer-Involved Shooting 

On December 8, 2020, officers with the Grande Prairie RCMP detachment received a 9-1-

1 call reporting a domestic violence incident in progress at a local gas station. The caller 

indicated that a female, civilian witness #1 (CW1) was being assaulted in a truck by a 

male, the affected person (AP). 

Two RCMP officers who were working together (subject officer #1 (SO1) and subject 

officer #2 (SO2)) responded to the location in a marked police vehicle. The subject officers 

located this truck. SO1 parked their police vehicle behind the truck and activated the 

overhead emergency lights. AP subsequently exited the truck and placed a gun against 

his own head. The subject officers gave AP verbal direction to drop the gun. AP did not 

comply, but rather spoke with civilian witness #2 (CW2) on his cell phone. AP had by 

now moved to the passenger’s side of the truck while still holding the gun to his own 

head. AP refused throughout to drop the gun as directed numerous times by the officers. 

AP suddenly lowered the gun from his head and fired it in the direction of an officer. 

Both subject officers returned fire. AP was struck multiple times, and died at the scene. 

The entirety of the event from when the police vehicle was parked behind the truck until 

the shootings was captured on the police vehicle in-car video. This gives the most 

objective evidence as to what occurred. 
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Civilian Witnesses 

CW1 was interviewed by ASIRT and provided the following information 

 

CW1 and AP had been living together in Brooks. They were aware that the RCMP had 

entered this residence to search it. They travelled to Grande Prairie together with another 

individual. 

 

CW1 stated that she was aware that AP was in possession of a gun. She had been cleaning 

the truck, when she found it. She refused to give AP the keys to the truck, as he was high 

on drugs and acting “crazy,” and had been talking about wanting to go kill some guy in 

Grande Prairie.  

 

CW1 stated that AP was quick to get angry. He had been in jail for three years, and when 

he came out he said he never wanted to go back to jail and would do whatever it took not 

to go back there. 

 

CW1 and AP drove to a gas station. While parked outside, CW1 stated that AP was not 

himself. He had used some drugs and had been up for three days. During this time, he 

had hurt her a few times, and had held the loaded gun to her mouth. In the truck, AP had 

held the gun to her face and hit her with it. He also slammed the door of the truck on her 

leg. CW1 fled the truck, to give him time to calm down, as she feared he would continue 

to hit her and eventually kill her. 

 

After getting out of the truck, she ran away, but was having trouble doing so, because of 

how AP had slammed the door on her leg. A truck pulled up near her and offered her a 

ride. She jumped in with this individual, and he drove them just a bit away. 

Approximately two minutes after being in this truck, she heard shots. She thinks there 

were six shots. CW1 was freaking out and she asked the guy to leave. They drove by the 

Petro-Canada, but did not stay anywhere near the area after that. 

 

CW2 was interviewed by ASIRT and provided the following information 

 

CW2 had been sleeping, but woke to a message from CW1. He had known CW1 for quite 

a long time. He had only met AP, the day before. The message from CW1 was that AP 

was being violent with her. CW2 tried to call CW1 back, but there was no answer. CW2 

then called AP on his cellular phone. When AP answered the phone, he heard the police 
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saying something like “go down, go down.” He heard the police yelling, and AP was 

aggravated.  

CW2 recalled AP saying something about being at the 7-11 and he heard the police 

screaming at AP, and AP was also screaming back at the police. He heard the police telling 

AP to get down, but it did not sound like he was cooperating. CW2 said that AP started 

to say something about “tell [first name of CW1]…”and he does not know what the rest 

of the sentence was as he heard the police yelling and then AP had started screaming at 

them, and that is when CW2 hung up the phone. 

CW2 said that he did not hear any gunshots, and the only other thing he recalled AP 

saying was, “I’m going to go away for a long time.” CW2 re-iterated that AP was 

“freaking out,” and was not cooperating with police. He said it all happened so fast and 

he had only been half-awake. He indicated that the call was only a matter of minutes long. 

While ASIRT interviewed several other civilian witnesses, none of them observed the 

interactions between AP and the subject officers. Setting out what they individually 

observed/heard is not necessary to understand the decision herein. 

  

Witness Officers 

 

Similar to the remaining civilian witnesses, ASIRT interviewed several witness officers, 

but none of them observed the interactions between AP and the subject officers. Setting 

out what they individually observed/heard subsequent to the shootings is not necessary 

to understand the decision herein. 

 

Subject Officers 

While not required to do so, both subject officers provided statements to ASIRT, and provided the 

following information 

Subject Officer #1 (SO1) 

SO1 was working with SO2, and they were making patrols when a domestic violence 

assault call came in. They attended the Petro-Canada location and located the truck that 

was reported to be involved. SO2 activated their emergency lights and parked their police 

vehicle behind the truck. AP immediately exited the truck. SO2 yelled at him to get back 

into the truck and they would speak with him shortly. AP refused to listen to the 

commands, remaining standing outside the truck.  
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Given that AP was continuing to ignore the direction to get back into the truck, the officers 

decided to get out of their police vehicle and speak with him. After getting out of the 

vehicle, he could see that AP was upset and his face was flush, and it appeared to him 

that AP had been crying. AP was still standing beside the open driver’s door. From his 

position, SO1 could only see AP’s right arm and hand. 

He and SO2 began to  approach AP slowly. He heard SO2 yell towards AP to show his 

hands multiple times. AP said something to the effect that he had done nothing wrong 

and just wanted to go home. After SO2 told AP that they could not let him leave, AP said 

“please.” 

Immediately after this, AP pulled his left arm out from the truck and put it up to his head. 

SO1 could see a silhouette of a pistol in AP’s left hand. The barrel of the gun was held up 

against the left side of AP’s own head. SO1 drew his service pistol and pointed it at AP. 

SO1 said that both he and SO2 were yelling commands at AP to drop the gun. These 

commands continued for a period, before SO1 realized that AP was holding a cell phone 

in his right hand. SO1 was unsure where the phone had come from. SO1 continued to yell 

commands at AP. SO1 attempted to listen to what AP was saying on the phone. SO1 

believed he heard AP say, “I am here with the police and they have guns pointed at me.” 

This was while AP was still holding his gun against his own head. 

While still on the phone, AP walked towards SO2, then turned and walked towards SO1. 

SO1 was then standing at the side of the police truck. AP walked between the back of his 

truck and the front of the police vehicle before moving to the passenger’s side door of his 

truck, and opened it. 

SO1 told SO2 to cover him, and as he did so, SO1 retrieved the police shotgun from within 

their vehicle. SO2 considered the possible use of a conductive energy device (CED – 

Taser), but decided that the distance between himself and AP was too great to be 

effectively deployed.  

AP stated, “I want you to kill me.” SO1 told AP he did not want to do that. He continued 

to yell at AP to drop the gun. AP continued to be non-compliant with the repeated 

demands. SO1 pressed the emergency button on his radio. 

Within seconds of pressing the button, AP stepped towards him, and took his left hand 

down from his head and fired the gun at him. SO1 saw the muzzle flash from AP’s 

firearm. SO1 pulled the trigger on his pistol an unknown number of times. Within 

seconds, he saw that AP was laying on the ground. He believed AP continued to move, 

and he was unable to determine if he was reaching for his firearm, so he discharged his 
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pistol one last time. The movement stopped. Both subject officers continued to yell 

commands at AP to drop the weapon, but there was no response. 

SO1 advised over the radio that shots had been fired, and they needed back up. SO2 came 

over to where he was, and they devised a plan to approach AP to seize the firearm from 

him for safety. The two officers approached AP, and noted his firearm on the ground near 

him. SO2 grabbed the firearm and they walked back to their truck where SO2 placed AP’s 

gun in their truck. 

Once back up arrived, the vehicle was cleared, and CPR was provided until EMS 

attended.  

Subject Officer #2 (SO2) 

SO2 was working an overtime shift with SO1, and they were in a marked police truck. 

They responded to a report of a domestic assault in progress at the Petro-Canada. After 

not finding the female victim, they went to where the truck that was reported to be 

involved in the complaint was. He drove behind the truck and initiated a traffic stop on 

this vehicle.  

 As he stopped their police vehicle behind the truck, he noted AP to be outside the driver’s 

door, appearing to be fiddling with something in the cab of the truck. The male jumped 

into his truck and attempted to back out of the spot. AP stopped the truck and put it back 

into park. AP then exited the truck. SO2 unrolled his window and directed AP to get back 

into the vehicle, but he refused to comply with the commands.  

SO2 and SO1 then exited their police vehicle. SO2 started to walk towards AP, when he 

noticed that AP stuck his hand into the cab of the truck and pleaded with them stating, 

“Can’t you just let me go.” SO2 yelled at AP to show him his hands, and unholstered his 

service pistol and pointed it at AP while continuing to demand that he show his hands. 

AP said something like, “why can’t you just let me go,” and simultaneously pulled a pistol 

out of the truck and pointed it at his own head. SO2 yelled at AP to drop the gun, but he 

refused to comply with those commands. Recognizing the danger AP posed, SO2 

dropped back from where he was to get some cover from their police vehicle. AP moved 

to the rear door of the truck and made a phone call to someone, telling them that the police 

were pointing guns at him. 

AP then moved to the front of their vehicle. SO2 grabbed the shotgun from the police 

vehicle, and holstered his pistol. AP moved to the passenger’s side of the truck while still 

holding the gun to his own head. AP must have opened the passenger’s door. Suddenly, 

AP took the gun from his head and pointed at them. SO2 saw a muzzle flash and heard 
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the shot. At this point, SO2 shot at AP, but he appeared to go into the passenger side of 

his truck for cover. He was unsure if the round had made contact as it was dark out and 

AP appeared to have cover behind the passenger seat, so he continued to fire multiple 

rounds into the back of the cab. He then saw that AP was down on the ground. 

SO2 moved over to where SO1 was, and asked SO1 to cover him as he approached AP to 

move AP’s firearm away from him. SO2 went to where the gun was on the ground and 

picked it up. He noted that the slide was locked back and the magazine was empty. He 

walked the firearm back to their police vehicle and dropped it into the box of their truck. 

 

Video Evidence 

The truck that the subject officers arrived at the scene in was equipped with an In-Car 

Digital Video camera. This captured the entirety of the event with the AP. There is audio 

that allows some of the conversations between the officers and AP to be heard. The 

applicable video recordings were provided to ASIRT. The relevant video segments for 

ASIRT’s investigation are summarized as follows: 

 As SO2 drove their police vehicle towards the truck associated with the complaint, 

the door to the truck can be seen to close.  

 SO2 parks behind the truck, and shortly thereafter, AP exits and stands beside the 

driver’s entrance. 

 The right side of AP’s body is visible in the video; his left arm is out of view and 

appears to be held inside the cab of the truck. 

 SO1 can be heard telling AP to “get back into the truck.” SO1 tells this to AP several 

times, but AP does not comply. 

 AP is asking a question of the officers, but the exact question cannot be heard. 

What can be heard is SO2 responding with, “you’re under investigation, now get 

in your truck.” AP continues to ignore the direction to get back into the truck. 

 The officers get out of their police vehicle, and it sounds like AP says, “let me go 

man.” 

 AP is still standing very close to the driver’s entrance with his left arm is out of 

view. 

 SO2 can be heard telling AP to show him is hands. As SO2 starts to walk closer 

towards AP, AP suddenly pulls his left arm out of the truck, holding a gun, which 

he immediately places against his own head.  

 Both subject officers are yelling at AP to “drop the gun.” Both retreat towards their 

respective sides of the police vehicle. 
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 AP does not drop the gun, but proceeds to lean into the cab of the truck for a few 

moments, before standing upright again. Throughout, AP is holding the gun to his 

head. All the while, the officers are yelling at AP to “drop the gun.” 

 AP starts to walk towards the back of the truck and the front of the police car while 

holding the gun to his head. The officers are yelling at AP to “drop the fucking 

gun.” 

 AP continues to ignore the commands and proceeds to walk to the passenger door 

of the truck. He opens the door and leans in, and appears to be reaching for 

something. It looks like he drops something on the ground, and bends down 

further and picks it up. AP fully reappears now with a cell phone in his right hand, 

which he places to his ear. He is still holding the firearm in his left hand against 

his head. 

 AP moves forward towards the rear of the truck and is partially out of view for a 

few seconds, before he backs up to be standing outside the passenger’s open door. 

The officers are heard once again to yell, “Drop the fucking gun.” 

 AP stands there for a few moments and then walks forward out of sight of the 

camera for a few seconds, before he backs up again to the passenger’s door. Again, 

“drop the gun now” can be heard. 

 Suddenly, AP lowers the gun from his head and points it towards the passenger’s 

side of the police truck that is immediately in front of where he is facing, and where 

SO1 is, and fires a shot. A muzzle flash can be seen. 

 A flurry of gunshots are then heard, which are the subject officers returning fire at 

AP. 

 AP disappears out of sight for a moment, appearing to go into the open 

passenger’s door, but is soon seen falling to the ground. 

 The officers can be heard yelling, “drop the gun.” 

 There is radio chatter heard from dispatch and other police officers looking to 

respond to their scene. 

 An officer walks up to where AP is laying, leans over him, appears to pick 

something up from beside him, and then walks out of the video. This presumably 

was AP’s gun that SO1 described seizing after things were safe. 

 Other officers arrive on scene thereafter, and some of these officers start CPR on 

AP. This continues until EMS arrives some time later. Once life saving efforts 

cease, a blanket is placed over AP’s body. 
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Vehicle Examination and Shooting Evidence 

A forensic examination of the truck AP had been driving when he was shot was 

conducted, and the following was reported. 

In the box of the police truck was a .45 caliber pistol. This is the gun that SO1 stated he 

retrieved from beside AP after the shooting, and had dropped in the box of the police 

vehicle, which the video shows an officer retrieving an item from beside AP. 

On the passenger side of the truck, AP was laying on his back. Beside his right leg was a 

.45 caliber casing. 

The truck AP had been in was found to have bullet impacts to the rear window, 

windshield, and front passenger door. There was also bullet damage present on the 

building wall in front of the truck. 

Nine other casings were also found at the scene. There were three shotgun casings and 

six 9mm casings. This is consistent with the rounds fired by the subject officers. 

Autopsy 

An autopsy was conducted on AP. The medical examiner found that the immediate cause 

of AP’s death was shotgun wounds to the head.  

Toxicology found that AP had methamphetamine, cocaine, methylenedioxy-

methamphetamine (MDMA – “Ecstasy”), and cannabis in his blood prior to his death. 

Use of Force  

Analysis 

The subject officers were lawfully placed and acting in the execution of their duties, 

having responded to a domestic violence complaint, and reasonably believed that AP 

was involved in this reported incident.  

The Use of Force  

Under s. 25 of the Criminal Code, police officers are permitted to use as much force as is 

necessary for the execution of their duties. Where this force is intended or is likely to 

cause death or grievous bodily harm, the officer must believe on reasonable grounds that 

the force is necessary for the self-preservation of the officer or preservation of anyone 
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under that officer’s protection. A police officer also has the same protections for self-

defence under s. 34 of the Criminal Code as any other person. 

A police officer’s use of force is not to be assessed on a standard of perfection nor using 

the benefit of hindsight.  

With the benefit of hindsight, time for detached reflection and knowledge of the ultimate 

outcome, it is easy to speculate about how things could have been done differently. That 

is not the standard, however, against which an officer’s conduct is measured. The 

question is, applying principles of proportionality, necessity, and reasonableness, 

whether the force used falls into a range of possible reasonable responses. 

Proportionate Response 

Proportionality requires balancing a use of force with the action to which it responds. 

Here, the subject officers were faced with an individual that possessed a firearm, and was 

refusing to drop it notwithstanding over 30 commands in some manner to do so. Most 

importantly, AP ultimately shot at SO1. A gun is certainly capable of causing death or 

grievous bodily harm to a person. As such, the subject officers’ respective responses to 

AP’s firing of the gun, in using their firearms to shoot at AP, was proportionate to the 

threat of death or grievous bodily harm that he posed to them.  

Reasonably Necessary 

As previously noted, AP presented the officers as a lethal threat given his possession and 

use of the firearm towards them. Under the circumstances as then faced by the officers, 

no other use of force options were reasonably available for attempted use. Reliance on 

using their firearms to incapacitate this threat was reasonably necessary. AP’s subsequent 

death, while tragic, does not change the analysis. 

Section 34 Generally 

A police officer also has the same protections for the defence of person under s. 34 of the 

Criminal Code as any other person. This section provides that a person does not commit 

an offence if they believe on reasonable grounds that force is being used or threatened 

against them or another person, if they act to defend themselves or another person from 

this force or threat, and if the act is reasonable in the circumstances. In order for the act 

to be reasonable in the circumstances, the relevant circumstances of the individuals 

involved and the act must be considered. Section 34(2) provides a non-exhaustive list of 

factors to be considered to determine if the act was reasonable in the circumstances: 
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(a) the nature of the force or threat; 

(b) the extent to which the use of force was imminent and whether there were other 

means available to respond to the potential use of force; 

(c) the person’s role in the incident; 

(d) whether any party to the incident used or threatened to use a weapon; 

(e) the size, age, gender and physical capabilities of the parties to the incident; 

(f) the nature, duration and history of any relationship between the parties to the incident, 

including any prior use or threat of force and the nature of that force or threat; 

(f.1) any history of interaction or communication between the parties to the incident; 

(g) the nature and proportionality of the person’s response to the use or threat of force; 

and 

(h) whether the act committed was in response to a use or threat of force that the person 

knew was lawful. 

The analysis under s. 34 for the actions of a police officer often overlaps considerably with 

the analysis of the same actions under s. 25. 

In this incident, the subject officers were defending themselves from AP further firing his 

firearm at one or both of them. For the same reasons as stated above in relation to s.25, 

this defence is also available to them. 

 

Conclusion 

Under s. 25 of the Criminal Code a police officer is justified in doing what he or she is 

authorized to do and to use as much force as is reasonably necessary where he or she has 

reasonable grounds to do so. Force intended to cause death or grievous  bodily  harm  is 

justified if the officer believes, on reasonable grounds,  that  the  force  was  necessary  to 

prevent the death or grievous bodily harm of  the officer and/or any other person. The 

analysis under s.34 of the Criminal Code leads to a similar finding that the officers’ actions 

were lawfully permitted. 

After a thorough, independent, and objective investigation into the conduct of the subject 

officers, it is my opinion that they were lawfully placed and acting properly in the 

execution of their duties. There is no evidence to support any belief that they engaged in 
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any unlawful or unreasonable conduct that would give rise to an offence. While the death 

of AP is unfortunate, the force used by the officers was necessary and reasonable in all 

the circumstances. 

  

 

Original signed  April 3, 2023 

Matthew Block 

Assistant Executive Director 

 Date of Release 

 


